Output of MHT manufacturing industries for selected regions, countries, or economies: 2003–16

EU = European Union; MHT = medium-high technology; ROW = rest of world.

Note(s)
Output of MHT manufacturing is on a value-added basis. Value added is the amount contributed by a country, firm, or other entity to the value of a good or service and excludes purchases of domestic and imported materials and inputs. MHT manufacturing industries are based on a former classification by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development and include automotive; chemicals (excluding pharmaceuticals); electrical machinery; motor vehicles; railroad, shipbuilding, and other transportation equipment; and machinery, equipment, and appliances. Data are not available for EU members Cyprus, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, and Slovenia. China includes Hong Kong. Other selected Asia includes India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan, and Vietnam.
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